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Fluctuation-induced dynamo electric fields are measured over a wide range of electron collisionality
in the edge of TPE-1RM20 reversed-field pinch (RFP). In the collisionless region the magnetohydrodynamic dynamo alone can sustain the parallel current, while in the collisional region a new dynamo
mechanism resulting from the fluctuations in the electron diamagnetic drift becomes dominant. A
comprehensive picture of the RFP dynamo emerges by combining with earlier results from MST and
REPUTE RFPs.
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The self-generation of a magnetic field (the dynamo)
has been a long-standing mystery in astrophysical plasmas
as well as in laboratory plasmas. The latter are the only
examples in which the dynamo effect can be actively
controlled and directly measured experimentally. In the
reversed-field-pinch (RFP) plasma, the reversed toroidal
field at the edge is generated and sustained by a poloidal
dynamo electric field along the magnetic field line, which
balances resistive dissipation. The most widely studied
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) dynamo model assumes
that this parallel dynamo electric field arises from the
e and
correlation between the fluctuating flow velocity y
e [1], i.e., ke
e k , where k· · ·l denotes
magnetic field B
y 3 Bl
an average over an equilibrium flux surface. This model
has been intensively employed in nonlinear computation
[2], and agrees fairly well with experimental tearing
mode spectra and their nonlinear mode interactions [3].
Alternatively, the kinetic dynamo theory (KDT) [4] is
based on radial diffusion of the parallel current due to
a prescribed stochastic magnetic field, consistent with the
existence of a small population of edge fast electrons with
a temperature comparable to the central electrons [5–7].
The first direct measurements of the MHD dynamo
have been attempted in the REPUTE RFP edge [8]. The
measured dynamo electric field was far below that required
to balance resistive dissipation. On the other hand, recent
measurements in the SPHEX spheromak [9] and MST
RFP edge [10] have detected the MHD dynamo electric
field to be of a direction and magnitude needed for the
current sustainment. One of the most distinct differences
between the two RFPs is that the MST edge is much more
collisionless than REPUTE. Thus an important question
still remains whether the MHD dynamo model is valid in
general or limited to only certain conditions.
In this Letter, we report the results of dynamo measurements in the TPE-1RM20 RFP edge over a wide range
of electron collisionality, which is defined by the ratio
of electron mean free path to the plasma radius. The
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results confirm the existence of sufficient MHD dynamo
electric field in the collisionless region. In the collisional
case, however, the MHD dynamo diminishes while a new
dynamo mechanism resulting from the electron pressure,
i.e., the fluctuating electron diamagnetic drift, becomes
dominant. This result encompasses the measurements in
the REPUTE edge, leading to a more comprehensive picture of the dynamo phenomena over a wide range of the
collisionality.
We write the parallel Ohm’s law in a turbulent plasma,
placing possible dynamo terms on the right-hand side
(RHS) [10],
e k 2 ke
e k yen , (1)
y 3 Bl
j 3 Bl
hk jk0 2 Ek0  ke
e ' 3 B0 1
e' 2 e
j' yen ø sE
or alternatively by using y
2
e
= ' Pe 3 B0 yendyB ,
e' l 1 k=
e' lyen , (2)
ee ? b
e' ? b
hk jk0 2 Ek0  kE
=' P
where b ; ByB, h the resistivity, j the current, E the
electric field, Pe the electron pressure, and n the electron
density. The subscript 0 denotes the average values and
the tilde denotes the fluctuations. Since y ø yi and j 
ensyi 2 ye d, Eq. (1) can be rewritten as
e k ø ke
e k , (3)
hk jk0 2 Ek0  kse
y2e
jyend 3 Bl
ye 3 Bl
where yi (ye ) is the ion (electron) flow velocity. We note
that the appearance of ye only in the RHS is consistent with
the parallel Ohm’s law being a force balance of electrons.
e' l,
e' ? b
The first term in the RHS of Eq. (2), kE
ee' from the fluctuating
represents the contribution to y
e ' 3 B0 drift which is a MHD (single fluid) effect, while
E
e' lyen, is the contribution from
ee ? b
the second term, k=
=' P
e e 3 B0
the fluctuating electron diamagnetic drift = ' P
which is an electron fluid effect (in the two-fluid framework). (The latter is different from the so-called “battery
effect” [11] since it involves the magnetic fluctuations.)
Only the E 3 B effect has been incorporated in most
MHD computations [2] where the total plasma pressure
© 1995 The American Physical Society
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has usually been set to zero. The aim of the present
experiments is to measure both the MHD dynamo term
e' l ø kE
et l 1 kE
er l and the electron diamaget b
er b
e' ? b
kE
e
e e ? b' l ø ks=t P
e e dbet l 1 ks=r P
e e dber l,
netic term k=
=' P
where the subscripts t and r denote the toroidal and radial
components, respectively. Note the poloidal field Bp is
much larger than the toroidal field Bt in the RFP edge.
The diagnostics used here are modified versions of
those described in Ref. [10], including two versions of a
complex probe [12] and a small, insertable Rogowskii coil
probe [13] which measures the local poloidal (parallel)
current. Each version of the complex probe consists of
two triple probes to measure electron temperature Te ,
density n, and floating potential Vf at two locations
separated by 1.27 cm toroidally (in the toroidal version)
or 0.25 cm radially (in the radial version). The toroidal
version of the complex probe has been modified to block
the fast electrons from the tungsten tips with a small
boron nitride obstacle while the radial version has been
aligned so that the tips face away from fast electrons.
Thus the fast electron effects on probe measurements are
eliminated for the entire range of density.
The electrostatic components [14] of electric fields Et
and Er are obtained from the difference in plasma potential Vp  Vf 1 cTe , where c . 2.5 (0.8) for Et (Er ) calculated from the electron-ion collection area ratio at the
different orientation of the probe tips with respect to the
magnetic field [12]. Similarly, the fluctuations in gradient
of the electron pressure are obtained from spatial differences. Bt and Br and their fluctuations are measured by
the magnetic pick-up coils installed in the complex probes.
The TPE-1RM20 [15] is a medium sized RFP device
with major radius R of 0.75 m, minor radius a of 0.192 m,
and plasma current up to 280 kA. Field errors are minimized by a close-fitting triple shell structure [16] with the
two thin shells at r  0.207, 0.209 m and the thick shell
at r  0.215 m. The experiments reported here were carried out at the relatively low plasma current Ip of . 50 kA
to avoid heat damage to the inserted probes. All measurements are taken around the current flattop period, typically
during t  2 2 10 ms. Each set of the measurements was
carried out in 15–50 identical discharges, resulting in 400–
2100 samples with a time interval of 0.2 ms.
The collisionality scan is performed by changing the
plasma density. In the normal operation for a fixed Ip ,
the line-averaged density n̄e is primarily determined [17]
by the pinch parameter Q [defined by the ratio of Bp sad
to the cross-section averaged Bt ]. For a given Q, a higher
filling pressure only results in a more drastic density
“pump out” during the start-up phase while maintaining
the same density during the flattop phase. Typically, n̄e
ranges from . 0.44 3 1019 ym3 at Q . 1.5 to . 1.01 3
1019 ym3 at Q . 2.0. A higher density of n̄e . 1.86 3
1019 ym3 was achieved at the relatively high Q . 1.9 by
adding 15 wall loading discharges with D2 gas before
each main RFP discharge with the same working gas.
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(In contrast, the current MST operation [18] is limited
to the relatively low density region presumably due to
its large size, Rya  1.50 my0.52 m.) By varying n̄e ,
the edge density at rya  0.92 increases by a factor of
.4 while the electron temperature decreases by .35%
(Fig. 1), yielding more than a factor of 10 change in the
collisionality.
The cross correlation between two fluctuating quantities
e is given by
e and b
a
Z
e 
e bl
ka
Pab s fd df


Z

e fdjgab s fd cosuab s fd df ,
e fdj jbs
jas

e are
e and jbj
where Pab is the cross-power spectrum, jaj
the fluctuation amplitudes, and gab and uab are cohere respectively.
e and b,
ence and relative phase between a
The fast Fourier transform method has been employed to
calculate these quantities over each ensemble.
e' l and k=
e' lyen
ee ? b
e' ? b
=' P
The cross spectra of kE
are shown in Fig. 2(a) for four different densities. For
both cross spectra, the dominant frequency decreases with
increased density, implying a decline in the plasma rotation velocity andyor in the real frequency. On the other
hand, the MHD dynamo term (the solid curves) dominates
over the electron diamagnetic term (the dotted curves) for
the three relatively low density cases while the latter becomes larger for the highest density case. This relative
variation arises mainly from changes in the coherence
[shown in Fig. 2(b)] as well as in the fluctuation levels
(not shown). The coherence is comparable at the low
density cases. When the density increases, however, coherence in the MHD dynamo term decreases nearly to the
statistical confidence level determined
by the number of
p
samples in the ensemble s1y N d. On the other hand, coherence in the electron diamagnetic term remains roughly
constant. The relative phase angle is ,0 (in phase) for all
cases and changes little with density.

FIG. 1. Edge density and electron temperature in TPE-1RM20
measured at rya  0.92 in the scan of the line-averaged
density.
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FIG. 2. Cross spectra (a) and coherence (b) for the MHD
dynamo term and the electron diamagnetic dynamo term for
the four different density cases in TPE-1RM20.

To establish the strength of the fluctuation-induced
dynamo electric fields, in Fig. 3 we compare them to
the resistive term hj where h is Spitzer’s resistivity
calculated from the measured local Te but estimated
Zeff  2. Note Ek ø Ep  0 in the steady state. For the
three relatively low density cases, the MHD dynamo alone
is sufficient to account for the resistive term, confirming
the MHD dynamo hypothesis. However, in the highest
density case the MHD dynamo diminishes while the
electron diamagnetic term becomes dominant. The sum
of the two terms is large enough to account for the hj
term within error bars. Contribution of the fast electrons
e' lyen,
e efast ? b
to the electron diamagnetic term, i.e., k=
=' P
is expected to be insignificant since the fast electron
density is only a few percent of the bulk density [7].
The observation in TPE unites the earlier, apparently
contradictory measurements in REPUTE and MST [10].
Figure 4(a) displays the cross spectra and coherences
of the dynamo fields measured in the MST edge. The
samples are taken from 36 identical discharges with Ip .
130 kA and n̄e . 6.2 3 1018 ym3 . As in the low density

FIG. 3. Comparison of the dynamo terms to the resistive term
hj as a function of the local density in TPE-1RM20.
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FIG. 4. Cross spectra and coherence of the dynamo electric
fields measured in MST (a) and REPUTE (b).

case of TPE, the MHD dynamo term dominates over the
electron diamagnetic term. (The coherences at the high
frequency region have a quite difference behavior than in
TPE plasma but no contributions to the dynamo field.)
On the other hand, no coherent MHD dynamo is detected
in the high density REPUTE plasmas (Ip . 110 kA and
n̄e . 4.4 3 1019 ym3 ), as shown in Fig. 4(b), consistent
with the TPE observations. The electron diamagnetic
term has not been measured in REPUTE.
Thus a systematic dependence of the dynamo electric
fields on the collisionality emerges from all three RFPs.
A summary is given in Fig. 5 where the dynamo fields and
their resistive terms (normalized by E0  Vloop y2pR) are
plotted against the collisionality which is varied by more

FIG. 5. Normalized dynamo terms and resistive term hj
versus normalized electron mean free path in the edge of TPE,
MST, and REPUTE plasmas. Also shown is the collisionality
ranges for the ZETA and ZT-40M edge.
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than a factor of 30. Clearly, in the collisionless region
(le ya * 1), the MHD dynamo is the main driver of the
parallel current, while, in the collisional region (le ya &
1), the electron diamagnetic dynamo term becomes dominant. Following this categorization, the ZETA plasma [19]
falls into the collisional region while other RFP plasmas,
such as ZT-40M [20], fall into the collisionless region
where the MHD dynamo should dominate, as marked in
Fig. 5. The observation implies the ineffectiveness of the
KDT mechanism [4] which is expected to be activated in
the collisionless region. On the other hand, the observation
is consistent with the Terry-Diamond theory [21] which
incorporates self-consistent constraints and predicts a negligible kinetic dynamo effect in the collisionless limit.
We can interpret the results via either Eq. (1) or Eq. (2).
At low collisionality, the MHD dynamo dominates. Hence
e term is large in Eq. (1). The cross-field
the ke
y 3 Bl
e ' self-consistently
e' establishes an electric field E
flow y
through charge separation. As a result, the dynamo field
e'  E
e' ? B
e ' yB0 is large in Eq. (2). Both
e' 3 B
y
electrons and ions move together and the Hall term
( j 3 B term) in Eq. (1) is small, consistent with MST
measurements [22].
At high collisionality, the electron pressure term in
Eq. (2) is large. Fluctuations in the electron pressure
gradient (instead of the electric field) sustain the fluctuating electron flow velocity self-consistently. This effect would be manifest in Eq. (1) as a Hall dynamo
arising from the fluctuating electron diamagnetic current
e
e e yB20 . The ion flow is unspecified. If
je'  B0 3 = P
one assumes strong coupling between electrons and ions,
e i , as likely in the collisional limit, then the ion
ee ø P
i.e., P
e i 3 B0 yenB02 d is oppoei' s 2=
diamagnetic drift y
=' P
site to the electron diamagnetic drift, resulting in an antie term in Eq. (1).
e øy
e 3B
ei 3 B
dynamo effect in the y
However, this is offset by an additional dynamo effect in
the Hall term from the associated ion diamagnetic current
e
e i yB02 .
ji'  B0 3 = P
We suggest two possible physical reasons for the transition by collisions. First, an increase in the perpendicular conductivity with collisions can suppress the electric
ei' through the
field. Second, the collisions could reduce
p y
ion perpendicular viscosity ni' ~ n2 y Ti [23]. The differential perpendicular electron and ion flows result in a
perpendicular current e
j' which establishes the pressure
gradient by e
j' 3 B0 force in a self-consistent way. In
any case, as implied by Eq. (3), the dynamo is carried out
by electron dynamics only.
In conclusion, we have identified a new dynamo effect
arising from electron diamagnetism. In the collisionless
region, the MHD dynamo alone can sustain the parallel
current, confirming the earlier results from MST. On the
other hand, the new electron diamagnetic dynamo term
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becomes dominant in the collisional region, recovering
the REPUTE results. These observations resolve the discrepancy from earlier results, suggesting a comprehensive
picture of the dynamo phenomena over a wide range of
the collisionality. Since existing and future RFPs are operated mostly in the collisionless region, the observations
suggest that the MHD picture of the RFP dynamo should
be prevalent. The common observation of an increasing
fast electron population with decreasing density can be
consistent with the MHD dynamo: The electrons are more
easily accelerated to high energy in less collisional plasmas, for a given dynamo field.
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